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Imagine the world of educational technology (EdTech) as a diverse and 
welcoming get-together. But what if some guests felt left out because they 
couldn’t fully participate? That's where the magic of accessibility comes 
into play.

Over the years, the tech world has been adapting and innovating to make 
sure everyone feels included and can partake in the digital feast.

With every advancement, we’re working to ensure our EdTech space is 
welcoming for all. Because learning should be an open door, always! 

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 What is Accessibility?

Visual Challenges?
No Problem! For those with visual impairments, there are tools 
that can narrate content, turning text into a storytelling session. 
It's like having an audiobook for everything!

Hearing Hurdles?
We've Got You! For individuals with auditory di�erences, there 
are clear and concise subtitles, ensuring no information goes 
unheard.

Cognitive Curves?
Navigate with Ease! � For those tackling cognitive challenges, 
there are tailored tools that adjust the pace or simplify content. 
It's like having a customizable learning path.

Motor Impediments?
Smooth Sailing Ahead! And for those with motor challenges, 
there are intuitive interfaces that cater to every unique touch or 
voice command.

F



Equal Access, Equal Opportunity
Just like every music genre has its fans, every student has their unique learning 
style and needs. Accessible EdTech ensures that no one's left out of the groove 
because of a disability.

Better Usability for All
An accessible platform isn’t just beneficial for those with disabilities. The 
thoughtful design choices uplift the user experience for everyone, making it a 
smoother dance for all.

Hitting the Right Notes with Compliance
By ensuring accessibility, you're also making sure you're in harmony with legal 
standards. No o�-tune surprises there!

Future-Proofing
Technology and education are constantly evolving. When you prioritize accessi-
bility, you're setting the stage for long-lasting hits, not just one-hit wonders.

Boosting Brand Reputation
When you're known for being inclusive, you shine in the spotlight. Students, 
educators, and institutions will appreciate and prefer platforms that cater to 
everyone.

Innovation Through Inclusion
By addressing diverse needs, you often stumble upon innovative solutions that 
might not have been on the radar otherwise.

In essence, when we make EdTech accessible, we're turning up the volume on 
inclusion and ensuring every student gets to dance to their own rhythm, with no 
one left on the sidelines.

1.2 EdTech Accessibility: Why It's the Coolest Kid on the Block



Cue the fanfare! 

This playbook is your trusty guide in the EdTech maze.

Designed for:
EdTech rookies taking their first steps with bright-eyed enthusiasm
Product champions wanting to weave inclusivity into their digital tapestry.
Design aficionados and code maestros sculpting the digital landscape.
Teachers, the unsung heroes, eager to blend technology into their teaching 
fabric.

Whether you're dipping your toes into the waters of accessibility or diving deep 
into its depths, this playbook is your map!

Buckle up and gear up for the journey. Let’s shape EdTech into a welcoming 
haven for all! 

1.3  Roll Call! Who's This Playbook For?



Understanding the diverse users of your EdTech product is crucial 
before setting the stage. Here's a look at the various stars of the show:

Students 
A varied bunch indeed! Ranging from the eager early learners to 
dedicated adult students, it's essential to remember that their needs 
and challenges will di�er across age brackets.

Teachers
Not just content experts, but diverse individuals themselves. Some 
may have unique needs or disabilities. Crafting tools that empower 
them to impart knowledge e�ectively is paramount.

Parents
Especially in the K-12 arena, parents are key stakeholders. Those with 
disabilities will be on the lookout for accessible ways to stay involved 
and support their child's educational journey.

Administrators
With tasks like monitoring progress or shaping curricula, these folks 
ensure everything runs smoothly. Your software should allow them to 
do their jobs seamlessly, without any roadblocks.

In essence, every user brings a unique perspective to the table. 
Ensuring your EdTech serves them all is the first step to a truly 
inclusive product!

2. UNDERSTANDING USER NEEDS
2.1 Meet the EdTech Users



Before designing your next big thing in EdTech, picture the faces of those 
you're serving. Create user personas that mirror your target audience and 
sprinkle in accessibility considerations for added depth.

For instance, meet Grace
Grace is a spirited 10-year-old with a zest for stories 
but faces challenges due to her dyslexia. Dense 
paragraphs feel like mazes to her. However, with 
text-to-speech tools as her compass and visual aids 
as her map, she navigates through lessons with flair. 
Keeping personas like Grace in mind can guide your 
design choices to resonate with real user needs.

2.2 Crafting User Personas with a Twist 



The real treasures in refining your EdTech product? Insights from users, 
especially those with disabilities!

Kick-o� Early
Start the dialogue with users who have disabilities as early as the concept 
stage. This proactive approach can steer you clear from potential design 
pitfalls.

A Spectrum of Testers
Your testing troop should be as diverse as a rainbow. It's essential to include 
individuals with visual, auditory, cognitive, and motor challenges to get a holistic 
view.

Feedback is a Journey, Not a Destination
One feedback session? Nah! Make it a recurring event. Engaging with users 
throughout your product's journey ensures you evolve based on genuine 
experiences and needs.

Remember, there's no substitute for real-world insights. They're your compass 
in the vast sea of EdTech, guiding you towards creating truly inclusive treasures!

2.3 Dive into User Testing - The Real Goldmine



Before we set sail on our EdTech journey, let's get familiar with the map - 
the accessibility laws and standards! Two giants in this realm are the ADA 
and WCAG.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Think of ADA as the grand old lighthouse, guiding since 1990. It's a 
beacon against discrimination based on disabilities. Fun fact? While it 
initially didn't point towards the digital realm, modern interpretations have 
broadened its horizon to include websites and digital platforms.

Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)
These are the global stars we navigate by! WCAG o�ers a detailed 
constellation on making web content friendlier. Aim for your EdTech 
product to align with the WCAG 2.1 AA standards, but hey, shooting for the 
AAA stars? Even better!

3. LEGAL COMPLIANCE
3.1 Navigating the Accessibility Rulebook



Charting the accessibility waters can be easier with some handy tools: 
checklists and documentation.

Crafting Stellar Checklists:

Segment and Zoom In
Organize your checklist by user needs like visual or auditory. And detail 
matters! Instead of a vague "Make site user-friendly," zoom in with "Ensure site 
is keyboard-navigable."

WCAG as Your North Star
Ground your checklist in standards. Ticks like "Every image has alt text" or 
"Videos roll with captions" align with the WCAG wisdom.

Feedback Port 
Dedicate a space in your checklist for insights from users, particularly those 
with disabilities.

Evolving with the Tides:

Scheduled Voyages
Commit to periodic explorations of your checklist. As seas change with tech 
advancements and user needs, so should your navigation tools.

Legal Lookout
Laws and their interpretations can be as unpredictable as the weather. Assign 
someone to keep an eye on the horizon for any changes.

Crew Briefings
Every sailor, from the deck to the captain's cabin, should know the route. 
Consider refreshers or workshops to ensure everyone's on the same page.

3.2 The Compliance Compass 



Keeping the Logbook

Record the Journey
Chronicle your compliance adventures. This not only proves your commitment 
but also paints a picture of how far you've come and what islands remain 
unexplored.

Team Huddles
After each compliance exploration, gather your crew. Applaud the smooth sails 
and plot new courses for choppy waters ahead.

With these tools in hand, you're ready to navigate the EdTech seas 
confidently, ensuring every learner finds their treasure!



4. DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING ACCESSIBLE USER INTERFACES

Shades & Tints - Color Contrast
Stick to the WCAG palette when choosing your colors. Ever used those magic 
Color Contrast Analyzers? They're like x-ray glasses, ensuring that your text 
pops against its background, making life a tad brighter for friends with color 
blindness or other visual quirks.

Size Matters - Text Size and Font
Think of text as playdough. Using units like "em" or "rem" keeps it stretchy and 
adjustable. Also, while it's fun to experiment, choose fonts that everyone can 
read without squinting. So, maybe save that fancy pirate font for another day. 

Keep it Steady - Layout Consistency
Consistent layouts are like the breadcrumbs Hansel and Gretel should've used. 
They guide users, especially those with cognitive di�erences, through your 
digital forest without them getting lost.

4.1 Visual Design



Keyboard Wizards
Your platform should feel like a grand piano, every element accessible with just 
the keyboard's tap, making it a breeze for those who dance on keys due to 
motor di�erences.

Talkative Screens - Screen Reader Compatibility
Labels! Labels! Labels! Think of them as nametags at a party. Using tools like 
ARIA can help, but remember, sometimes plain old HTML is just as charming.

4.2 The UI Magic Box

Follow the Yellow Brick Road - Logical Flow
Ensure the tab order feels like a dance, gracefully leading users from one step 
to the next. It's all about the flow, especially for our keyboard maestros and 
screen reader aficionados.

Landmarks for the Digital Explorer
Just as explorers use landmarks, screen reader users appreciate clear digital 
markers. Elements like <nav> and <header> are your trail signs.

4.3 Paving the Navigation Path

Content Layer Cake - Structured Goodness
Think of your content as a layered cake. Using tags like <h1>, <h2>, etc., lets 
everyone savor each layer. And for those bullet points? A neat <ul> or <ol> does 
the trick.

The Picture's Whisper - Alternative Text 
Images speak, but sometimes, they need a translator. Alt texts are those 
translators, explaining the visual stories to screen reader users.

4.4 Serving the Content Delight



Speak Up, Video! - Captions
For every video, there should be captions singing along, ensuring everyone's in 
tune, especially our friends with hearing di�erences.

Tell Me Everything - Transcripts
Think of transcripts as storybooks, capturing every spoken word and dramatic 
sound e�ect, a treat for those who might miss out on the audio magic.

Visual Radio - Audio Descriptions
For key visuals in videos, audio descriptions are the radio narrators, ensuring no 
scene goes unnoticed for those with visual challenges.

Gear up with these tweaks, and you're on your way to creating a digital 
wonderland that welcomes everyone with open arms!

4.5 Multimedia Jukebox



Key Tools
Utilize tools like Axe, WAVE, or Lighthouse to identify common accessibility 
issues, including missing alt text or problematic color contrasts.

Integration
Incorporate accessibility testing into your development process. Ensure regular 
checks with every code update to maintain accessibility standards.

Result Interpretation
Automated tools might not catch everything or might produce false positives. 
Always supplement machine results with human review.

5.2 Automated Testing

5. ACCESSIBILITY TESTING

Keyboard Navigation
Test your product using only the keyboard. Ensure all features are accessible 
and navigable without a mouse and that there's a clear focus indicator.

Screen Reader Compatibility
Use tools like JAWS, NVDA, or VoiceOver to experience your product. Ensure 
that all content is readable and that interactive elements are clear and 
functional.

Guideline Review
Refer to accessibility guidelines, such as WCAG, to check your product against 
established standards. Identify areas of compliance and note potential issues.

5.1 Manual Testing



Diverse Testing Group
Engage users, particularly those with disabilities, to gain varied insights into 
product usability.

Task-based Testing
Provide specific tasks to users during testing sessions and observe any 
challenges they face.

Feedback Channels
Establish clear communication avenues for users to share their experiences and 
suggestions. Use this feedback for ongoing improvements.

Regular Re-testing
Always revisit and test your product, especially after updates, to ensure 
continuous accessibility.

Documentation
Keep a record of all testing processes, findings, and adjustments made. This 
documentation serves as a reference and demonstrates a commitment to 
accessibility.

In your pursuit of accessibility, the goal is not just compliance but ensuring an 
inclusive and user-friendly experience for all.

5.3 User Testing



Every member of your team, from designers to developers and marketers, plays 
a pivotal role in ensuring product accessibility.

Workshops & Seminars
Organize regular training sessions with experts to keep the team updated on 
accessibility challenges and solutions.

Experience-Based Learning
Allow team members to engage with tools like screen readers or 
keyboard-only navigation. This firsthand experience can emphasize the 
importance of accessibility.

Resource Hub
Create a central location where team members can access tutorials, best 
practices, and other relevant resources on accessibility.

6. CHAMPIONING ACCESSIBILITY THROUGH TEAM EMPOWERMENT

6.1 Training and Awareness

Accessibility Handbook
Develop a guide that outlines your company's standards and best practices for 
accessibility, serving as a reference for all projects.

Templates & Tools
Provide design and coding templates that prioritize accessibility, enabling team 
members to start with a strong foundation.

Peer Reviews
Encourage members to review each other's work, ensuring consistency in 
meeting accessibility standards.

6.2 Design and Development Guidelines



Recognition
Celebrate team members who consistently prioritize accessibility in their work, 
motivating others to do the same.

Feedback Channels
Establish clear lines of communication where team members can share insights 
or concerns about accessibility, promoting continuous improvement.

Continuous Learning
Encourage the team to stay updated on the latest in accessibility, whether 
through research, tools, or techniques.

Collaborative Sessions
Organize discussions or learning sessions focused on accessibility to ensure 
collective growth and understanding.

External Engagements
Support team members in attending accessibility conferences or workshops, 
allowing them to bring back and implement newfound knowledge.

Prioritizing accessibility requires a well-informed and engaged team. 
By providing the necessary resources and fostering a culture of continuous 
learning, you ensure that accessibility remains at the forefront of your team's 
e�orts.

6.3 Fostering an Ongoing Accessibility Culture



7. Tools and Resources

Explore tools that streamline the accessibility evaluation during design and 
testing.

Automated Checkers
Leverage tools like WAVE, Axe, and Lighthouse for identifying standard 
accessibility issues.

Color Contrast Analyzers
Use tools such as Color Contrast Checker or Contrast Ratio for verifying 
text-background contrast.

Screen Reader Tools
Stay updated with screen readers like JAWS, NVDA, and VoiceOver to gauge 
their user experience.

Keyboard Testing
Apply tools like NoCo�ee to replicate visual impairments and evaluate 
keyboard accessibility.

7.1 Accessibility Evaluation Tools

Engaging with experts provides valuable insights and thorough evaluations.

Assessment and Audits
Bring in specialists for comprehensive accessibility assessments to highlight 
improvement areas.

Training and Workshops
Partner with consultants for team workshops, enhancing their accessibility skills 
and understanding.

7.2 Accessibility Consultants and Experts



Stay connected with the accessibility community to keep up with best practices 
and new trends.

WebAIM Forum
Engage in wide-ranging discussions on accessibility, fostering knowledge 
exchange.

a11y Slack Channel
Join this vibrant community of professionals discussing current web accessibility 
topics.

Mailing Lists
Opt into lists like the WAI Interest Group or WebAIM's list for continuous updates 
and resources.

Accessible Component Libraries
Tap into libraries like Inclusive Components or A11y Style Guide for 
pre-configured, accessible components.

Guidelines & Documentation
Make WCAG and ARIA foundational references to ensure your product stands on 
a robust accessibility framework.

Empower your team with these tools, expert insights, and community support to 
craft an inclusive EdTech experience.

Solution Design
Collaborate with experts during the initial stages to ensure accessibility is an 
integral part of the design.

7.3 Communities and Forums



8. FEEDBACK AND ITERATION

To ensure continuous improvements, gather feedback, especially from users 
with disabilities.

Feedback Portals
Create accessible avenues within your product for users to voice their opinions 
and challenges.

User Surveys
Periodically roll out surveys focused on accessibility, capturing wide-ranging 
user experiences.

Focus Groups
Engage directly with users, prioritizing those with disabilities, to gain in-depth 
insights into specific product areas.

Feedback Analysis
Regularly review feedback to spot trends, ensuring urgent matters are 
addressed promptly.

8.1 Gathering User Feedback



Commit to an ongoing accessibility journey rather than a destination.

Release Notes
When updating your product, provide comprehensive notes emphasizing 
accessibility improvements.

Regular Audits
Conduct consistent accessibility checks to gauge your product's status and spot 
potential challenges.

Stay Updated
Keep pace with evolving accessibility guidelines, ensuring your team remains 
informed and trained.

Engage with the Community
Participate actively in accessibility circles to draw from shared experiences and 
insights.

8.2 Continuous Improvement



Key Tools
Utilize tools like Axe, WAVE, or Lighthouse to identify common accessibility 
issues, including missing alt text or problematic color contrasts.

Integration
Incorporate accessibility testing into your development process. Ensure regular 
checks with every code update to maintain accessibility standards.

Result Interpretation
Automated tools might not catch everything or might produce false positives. 
Always supplement machine results with human review.

9. CONCLUSION

In this digital education era, championing accessibility is paramount. As the 
EdTech landscape transforms, our duty extends beyond mere functionality.

Stay proactive in the dynamic realm of EdTech accessibility.

Innovation at the Forefront:
Embrace emerging tech like AR and AI, grasping their potential accessibility 
implications.

Dynamic Legal Framework
Stay ahead of evolving accessibility regulations, ensuring proactive inclusion.

Empowered Users
With increased awareness, users will expect accessible experiences. Keeping 
their needs at the forefront is essential.

9.1 The Future of EdTech Accessibility



True accessibility impacts everyone:

Beyond Disabilities
The ripple e�ects of accessibility initiatives lead to enhanced usability for all.

A Commitment to Inclusion
Prioritize accessibility not just for compliance but to genuinely ensure equitable 
opportunities for every learner.

Armed with this playbook, your startup can be more than just another EdTech 
product—it can be a beacon of inclusion. Here's to shaping a future where all 
learners, no matter their abilities, are acknowledged and empowered. 
Prioritizing accessibility is the path to equitable education for everyone.

This playbook is your guide to forging inclusive and accessible EdTech tools, 
ensuring every learner has the resources they need to thrive.

9.2 Final Thoughts


